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Dales characters captured on canvas
Paul Jackson

onsidering the view from Sam Dalby’s
apartment-cum-studio window, it’s
surprising he isn’t a landscape artist.
Had he the time, he’d stare out over
limestone-walled hills above Settle –
enough to distract anyone from their
‘proper job’. But his undoubted talent lies
in capturing the people of the Ribblesdale
town, not its wonderful scenery.
Sam will be sharing space at The Folly in
Settle with Dalesman when we present our
Off the Page exhibition from 3 April to 1
July (see page 78) so I thought I’d better
get to know our temporary new neighbour.

C

Above, Sam Dalby’s portrait of former
Dalesman editor Bill Mitchell; facing, Sam
at work in his studio.
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His exhibition, Portraits of Local
People, does exactly what it says on the tin.
“A lot of the works in the show are from
the last two years and represent a cross
section of the local community, from ‘elder
statesmen’ to newborn babies,” says Sam.
Appropriately, a portrait of former
Dalesman editor Bill Mitchell, who lives in
nearby Giggleswick, will be one of those
featured in the exhibition. “He was a
brilliant sitter,” says Sam. “He told me
dozens of interesting tales about the area
and the fascinating characters he’s met
over the years. The amount of work he’s
done is incredible.”
Sam grew up in Austwick, where his
father was the vicar. He took A levels at
Settle High School, did a foundation year
at Harrogate College of Art & Technology,
and studied for a degree at Cleveland
College of Art & Design.
“I graduated in 1997, started work as a
painter and decorator to earn a crust, and
in my spare time began to teach myself
how to draw and paint portraits.
“Portraits have been the main focus of
my art for the past ten years. At first these
were tentative portraits of family and
friends, and there are a number of these
early paintings on show at The Folly.”
The exhibition moves on to his charcoal
drawings that reflected his growing
interest in traditional drawing techniques.
“From this point the portraits are of a
broader range of people local to the North
Craven area. I try to treat all of these sitters
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with honesty and to depict them truthfully
and fairly. They all have stories to tell and
they were all very patient, many of them
sitting half a dozen times for me.”
One person to whom Sam is grateful for
just two sittings is playwright Alan
Bennett, who spends as much time as he
can in the area. Sam says “Alan very
generously agreed to sit for a portrait, a

privilege not afforded to many. The
resulting preliminary work will be on
show, hopefully to be joined by the
finished painting before too long.”
As well as showing fifty-plus exhibits,
Sam will also give displays that
demonstrate how he constructs a portrait
from the first rough sketches, through
preliminary drawings, to the finished
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Two of Sam’s portraits: a preliminary drawing of Alan Bennett, and a painting of Eliza Dear.

article, and the materials used in the
drawing and painting of the final work.
His work has been exhibited at the 2003
BP Portrait Awards and was shortlisted for
the Bulldog Bursary in 2009. He also
exhibited with the Royal Society of Portrait
Painters in 2010 and 2011 and has entered
again this year. A selection of his life
drawings was also on display at the Linton
Court Gallery in Settle last year.
Sam continues to ‘earn a crust’ as a
painter and decorator in the area but at
just thirty-eight there’s still plenty of time

for his impressive artistic skills to reap the
rewards they deserve. Who knows, that
wallpaper he put up in your front room
might just be considered an expensive
work of art in the not too distant future. n
For more information visit the website
www.samdalby.co.uk.
Sam is holding a Portrait Drawing
Workshop at the Folly on 20 June, 2-4pm.
Tickets cost £10, including materials and
refreshments. Suitable for over-16s of all
abilities.

old yorkshire saying
“Ther’s neea end ti t’ len’th ov a woman’s tongue; it can lap a man up an’ reeach round baith
sides of an argyment.”
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